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Model Number: 8908

Mytee 8908 Hand Held Counter Top Tile Cleaning Corner Spinner Wand 6 inches freight included

Manufacturer: Mytee Products Inc

Mytee 8908 Counter Style Spinner Tile Cleaning Corner Wand 6 inches 

The Spinner&reg; Tile &amp; Grout Cleaning Tool sets a new standard in ergonomic
hard surface cleaning.
Features:

    Use for bathrooms, sidewalks, grouted tile, ceramic tile, rubber studded floors, and
more.
    Rebuildable flange mounted carbide swivels.
    Heavy duty stainless steel handles.
    Includes removable brush ring (Part #G111)

All Spinners&reg; are rated for use with P.S.I. as low as 500 (1000 psi recommended)
and as high as 3,000.
They don&rsquo;t look like any other tool you&rsquo;ve seen before because no
other tool cleans like a Spinner&reg;

90-DAY WEAR PARTS LIMITED WARRANTY
Mytee will replace all wear parts for 90 days from the date of original purchase. Wear
parts are items which wear out as a result of usage or the passage of time and are
consumed despite attempts to maintain them, such as gaskets, wheels, brass, cords,
wires, electrical terminals, hoses, switches, thermostats, plastisol parts, filters,
bearings, brushes, solenoids, o-rings, bulbs, heating elements, castors, or other parts
deemed wear items in Mytee&rsquo;s sole discretion. This warranty covers the cost
of replacement only and does not cover shipping or labor costs.
Mytee may make changes in products it manufactures and markets at any time; these
changes are made without obligation to change, retrofit, or upgrade any product
previously sold or manufactured.
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 18 August, 2008
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